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A marketing first approach to exploring the inter-relatedness of the key components that impact
any international marketing venture – markets, the 4Ps, culture, language, political, legal and
economic systems, and infrastructure - to support an understanding of the synergies between
international marketing and international business. The book covers the incorporation of
sustainability and bottom-of-the-pyramid markets within each chapter, along with ‘International
Incident’ boxes encouraging the reader to engage with the ethical and cultural dimensions of
international marketing and decision-making. It is also supported by vivid, real-world case
studies from a varied cross section of international companies such as Alibaba.com, Best Buy,
Facebook, DHL, Kikkoman, Tesco, McDonalds, Nintendo, KitKat in Japan, Mobile
Communications in Africa, India’s ArcelorMitall Steel, Wind Turbines in Finland, Uniqlo, and
Banana Republic. New to this edition: A more global focus through examples, case studies and
the experience brought by new co-author Barbara Czarnecka Chapter on “Culture and CrossCultural Marketing”, featuring political unrest, the Syrian refugee crisis, the recent return to
nationalism (e.g. Brexit and the Trump presidency) and further coverage of developing
countries. Chapter feature, “Practitioner Insight”, which provides applied insights from industry
insiders. Coverage of digital advances and social media. Updated theory and methods,
including S-DL, CCT, and Netnography. Additional videos supplementing the comprehensive
online resource package for students and lecturers. A wealth of online resources complement
this book. These include a test bank of 50-65 questions per chapter, PowerPoint slides,
sample syllabi, interactive maps, country fact sheets, flashcards, SAGE journal articles, and
guidelines for developing a marketing plan. Suitable reading for students of international or
global marketing modules on Marketing, International Business and Management degrees.
NEW IN PAPERBACK ?The Handbook of Marketing is different... that Barton Weitz and Robin
Wensley are its editors should suggest something out of the ordinary. A glance at the
contributors (e.g., Wilkie. Webster, Day, Shocker, Keller, Hauser, Winer, Stewart.
Parasuraman. Zeithaml) puts the matter to rest. The Handbook is an extraordinary effort. The
blurb on the dust jacket is an understatement-the "Handbook will be invaluable to advanced
undergraduates, graduate students, academics, and thoughtful practitioners in marketing"-the
book is far more than that..... in short, the Handbook is probably invaluable to all academic
researchers? - Journal of Marketing ?Handbook of Marketing is a rich compilation of thorough
reviews in the field of marketing management. The editors have selected premier marketing
scholars and have given them the opportunity to examine their area of expertise in a format
much less confining than those provided by the major journals in the field. The authors have
taken this opportunity and have done an outstanding job not only of reviewing and structuring
the extensive body of thought in many major areas of marketing management but also of
providing valuable suggestions for further research. They have brought together major
contributions from the field of marketing and from other related disciplines. I strongly
encourage marketing scholars to consider Handbook of Marketing. The text will certainly
appeal to those with interests in marketing management; it may also be useful to those who
are more focused on methodological issues but interested in topics that need additional,
rigorous investigation.... In summary, Weitz and Wensley should be congratulated for the
excellent work in developing Handbook of Marketing. The book fills a major void in the
marketing literature on marketing management and will serve the discipline for many years to
come? - Journal of Marketing Research ?This text achieves the rare goal of covering marketing
clearly and deeply, with no unnecessary examples or pretty pictures. For the enquiring mind, it
is a wonderful link between a basic knowledge of marketing concepts and a grasp of where
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research in marketing is taking us? - Ken Simmonds, Emeritus Professor of Marketing and
International Business, London Business School The Handbook of Marketing presents a major
retrospective and prospective overview of the field of marketing, and provides a landmark
reference at a time when many of the traditional boundaries and domains within the marketing
discipline have been subject to change. - A high calibre collection compiled by an international
and extremely distinguished advisory board of marketing academics - With contributions from
leading scholars in the field, each covering the latest research issues in particular areas of
expertise - Each chapter provides the necessary background for study and research of specific
empirical and theoretical topics in marketing. The Handbook of Marketing will be invaluable to
advanced undergraduates, graduate students and academics in marketing. International
Advisory Board: Sonke Albers Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Germany / Erin Anderson
INSEAD, France / Rick Bagozzi Rice University, USA / Patrick Barwise London Business
School / Rod Brodie University of Auckland / Anne T Coughlan Northwestern University /
George Day University of Pennsylvania / Lars Gunnar-Mattsson Stockholm School of
Economics / Hubert Gatignon INSEAD, France / Håkan Håkansson The Norwegian School of
Management / Stephen J. Hoch University of Pennsylvania, USA / Kevin Keller Dartmouth
College, USA / Donald Lehmann Columbia University, USA / Gilles Laurent HEC, France /
Leonard Lodish University of Pennsylvania / Richard Lutz University of Florida / David Midgley
INSEAD, France / David Montgomery Stanford University, USA / William Perreault University
of North Carolina, USA / John Roberts Stanford University, USA / Allan Shocker University of
Minnesota / Piet Vanden Abeele Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Belgium / Russell
Winer University of California, Berkeley, USA / Dick Wittink Yale School of Management, USA
Covers various buzzwords within marketing and consumer behavior: building brand cultures;
gender; ethics; sustainable marketing; and, the green and the global consumer. This book
locates the development of both marketing ideas and applications within the wider global,
social and economic contexts.
This advanced dictionary of marketing focuses on leading-edge terminology for use by people
who are serious about the theory and practice of marketing. With over 1,000 entries ranging in
length and depth, it is the ideal reference guide for researchers, directors, managers, and
anyone studying marketing for a professional or academic qualification.
International Marketing - An Asia Pacific Focus is a significant overhaul of the original Kotabe
and Helsen Global Marketing Management text. The intended audience of this Asia Pacific
adaptation is undergraduate students studying International Marketing in Australia and New
Zealand. The text aims to prepare the student to become an effective international marketing
manager, overseeing international marketing activities in an increasingly competitive
environment.A strong theoretical and conceptual foundation of international and global
marketing perspectives is provided through the use of 'real world' examples of small to medium
sized enterprises (SME's) and multinational corporations (MNC's) operating in the Asia Pacific
region. International marketing is presented from an interdisciplinary, cross- functional
perspective, giving students an appreciation of all aspects of international business operations
and how they interface with marketing.A key underlying theme of the text is that while it may
not be possible for all firms in the Asia Pacific region to market their products and services on a
truly global scale, all firms that operate in any international market place need to understand
and be aware of competition from both local SME's and MNC's that are increasingly attempting
to operate globally.Part 1: International marketing environmentPart 2: Analysing international
marketing opportunitiesPart 3: Developing international marketing strategyPart 4: Trends in
global marketing
The MznLnx Exam Prep series is designed to help you pass your exams. Editors at MznLnx
review your textbooks and then prepare these practice exams to help you master the textbook
material. Unlike study guides, workbooks, and practice tests provided by the texbook publisher
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and textbook authors, MznLnx gives you all of the material in each chapter in exam form, not
just samples, so you can be sure to nail your exam.
Kiruba Jeyaseeli Benjamin Levi highlights why the Indian telecom market is so attractive to
foreign investors. She describes the rules and regulations for telecoms in India, and examines
the reasons for success and failure of the foreign telecom companies in India. She identifies
the prime sectors of the Indian telecom market for investment and provides recommendations
to foreign companies intending to enter the Indian telecom market.
This book of expert contributions provides a comprehensive analysis of contemporary global
marketing issues under different international business settings. It covers a wide array of key
areas of international marketing research such as cross-cultural consumer behavior, foreign
market entry modes, international entrepreneurship, international marketing strategy, countryof-origin effects, internationalization process, international buyer-seller relationships, corporate
social responsibility, and international marketing performance. With both theoretical and
empirical contributions by prominent researchers from all over the world, the book highlights
and advances extant knowledge on global marketing and offers recommendations for future
research. It builds a useful reference for scholars, doctoral researchers, and senior students in
international marketing/business.

The globalization of companies is the involvement of customers, producers, suppliers,
and other stakeholders in the global marketing process. Global marketing therefore
reflects the trend of firms selling products and services across many countries. Drawing
on an incomparable breadth of international examples, Svend Hollensen not only
demonstrates how global marketing works, but also how it relates to real decisions
around the world. This book offers a truly global approach with cases and exhibits from
all parts of the world, including Europe, the Middle East, Africa, the Far East, North and
South America. It provides a complete and concentrated overview of the total
international marketing planning process, along with many new, up-to-date exhibits and
cases, which illustrate the theory by showing practical applications. Extensive coverage
of hot topics such as glocalization, born globals, value creation, value net, celebrity
branding, brand piracy, and viral marketing, as well as a comprehensive new section on
integrated marketing communication through social networking. Brand new case
studies focus on globally recognized brands and companies operating in a number of
countries, including Build-A-Bear Workshop, Hello Kitty, Ralph Lauren and Sony Music
Entertainment. Video cases featuring firms such as Nivea, Reebok, Starbucks, Hasbro
and McDonald's accompany every chapter and are available at
www.pearsoned.co.uk/hollensen. Real-world examples and exhibits enliven the text
and enable the reader to relate to marketing models.
Global Marketing 3e utilizes a three-pronged framework to organize the discussion of
how to conduct global business: Foreign Entry, Local Marketing, and Global
Management. Johansson seeks to develop the varied skills a marketing manager
needs to be successful in each of these tasks. The discussion progresses from how to
market an existing product outside of the domestic market to how to develop a new
product for specific local markets and then broadens the scope to discuss marketing
and management topics from a global managerial perspective. Legal, regulatory,
political, and cultural, issues are discussed as appropriate throughout the text. Excellent
examples and cases, many of which are drawn from the author’s rich international
experience help students move from concept to application.
One of the most challenging obstacles for many businesses in successfully reaching a
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global market stems from cultural and language barriers and the lack of a clear
understanding of this issue. It is critical for businesses to understand these cultural and
language barriers and how to face them through effective communications and cultural
sensitivity. The companies that will thrive and see the most success are the ones
whose employees communicate and collaborate effectively with customers, suppliers,
and partners all over the world. Breaking Down Language and Cultural Barriers
Through Contemporary Global Marketing Strategies provides both empirical and
theoretical research focused on ways that business professionals and organizations are
breaking down cultural and language barriers, integrating cultural sensitivity, and
implementing cross-cultural management practices into their daily business practices.
Featuring research on topics such as origin effects, consumption culture, and crosscultural management, managers, consultants, academic researchers, practitioners,
business educators, and advanced students in various disciplines will find the content
within this publication to be beneficial.
A successful marketing department has the power to make or break a business. Today,
marketing professionals are expected to have expertise in a myriad of skills and
knowledge of how to remain competitive in the global market. As companies compete
for international standing, the value of marketing professionals with well-rounded
experience, exposure, and education has skyrocketed. Global Perspectives on
Contemporary Marketing Education addresses this need by considering the
development and education of marketing professionals in an age of shifting markets
and heightened consumer engagement. A compendium of innovations, insights, and
ideas from marketing professors and professionals, this title explores the need for
students to be prepared to enter the sophisticated global marketplace. This book will be
invaluable to marketing or business students and educators, business professionals,
and business school administrators.
This book is a basic text for international marketing courses. It introduces the different
elements of the international marketing mix and sets these in context. It discusses the
firm's strategic position: how it is orientated at present to take advantage of
international marketing opportunities and how its strategy is developing. It: Stresses the
wide differences between different overseas markets and the importance of handling
sensitively particular local features. Examines the need to structure the whole business
organisation in the right way and make international marketing effective Discusses the
importance of communication and control Throughout case studies are used to highlight
particular issues.
The New Global Marketing: Local Adaptation for Sustainability and Profit discusses the
ways that marketing managers can assess the potential for global expansion and help
their firms capitalize on opportunities. The book explores which companies and
products should expand internationally, what countries offer the best opportunities, and
which marketing plan will lead each product or company to success. The material
adapts well-established frameworks to demonstrate how the global marketer can
assess company strengths and weaknesses and analyze opportunities and risks in
foreign markets. It discusses the proper balance between standardization and
localization, and addresses the importance of the "triple" bottom line - environmental
sustainability, social fairness, and financial performance. Students also learn about
bottom-of-the-pyramid markets, the role of digital global marketing, and the importance
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of adapting to international political, social, and environmental pressures. Featuring
more than twenty original case studies, The New Global Marketing is an excellent
introduction to what it really takes to succeed as a global marketer. Written for students
with some marketing education and exposure to international business, the book is
ideally suited to upper-level business courses and M.B.A. programs.
Marketing and Entrepreneurship have, until quite recently, remained two quite
independent scholarly domains. In 2002, Morris et al. provided a definition of
Entrepreneurial Marketing as, "an integrative construct for conceptualising marketing in
an era of change, complexity, chaos, contradiction, and diminishing resources, and one
that will manifest itself differently as companies age and grow. It fuses key aspects of
recent developments in marketing thought and practice with those in the
entrepreneurship area into one comprehensive construct."
For years academicians and marketing directors have debated the marketing
standardisation versus adaptation of international marketing strategy. Despite the great
importance of the topic, the debate remains unresolved. At the same time, the
continuing globalisation of markets and the growing importance of the emerging BRIC
markets make an optimal management of international marketing efforts a necessity.
Therefore, this study offers - on the basis of a solid theoretical framework and sound
methodological operationalization - empirical findings on how to successfully manage
both, the international marketing mix and the related marketing process in world
markets. In particular, the marketing strategy pursued by multinational corporations are
analysed and compared as well as empirical findings relating to financial and nonfinancial performance measures are provided.
Alerts every business--whether current customers are local, domestic, or international--to the
window of opportunity open to those willing to explore global markets Brings you quickly up to
speed on the essentials of international marketing that will make for smoother sailing overseas
Shows you how to strike back when world competitors more into your territory and shrink your
market Serves as a guide to little-known sources of financing and credit to back your
international venture Explains all the strategic alternatives for going global--from exporting and
licensing to distributorships and joint ventures Helps you present, promote, and price your
products and services to appeal to multiple world markets Introduces you to the mysterious
world of countertrade--and shows how successful businesses barter cars for coffee and
computers for carpets and turn them into cash Equips you to ride out the risks and reap the
rewards of world-class entrepreneurship
The 7th Edition of Global Marketing Management prepares students to become effective
managers overseeing global marketing activities in an increasingly competitive environment.
The text’s guiding principle, as laid out concisely and methodically by authors Kotabe and
Helsen, is that the realities of international marketing are more “multilateral.” Suitable for all
business majors, the text encourages students to learn how marketing managers work across
business functions for effective corporate performance on a global basis and achievement of
overall corporate goals. Global Marketing Management brings timely coverage in various
economic and financial as well as marketing issues that arise from the acutely recessionary
market environment.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780073381015 .
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Unlike other International Marketing texts, Essentials of International Marketing includes only
the most important information that can be easily covered in one semester. The book covers all
the key topics for an International Marketing course, but in a concise, no-nonsense manner
that meets the needs of undergraduates..In addition to including all the basic topics, this
affordable text also offers two unique chapters on the metric system and on countertrade that
provide essential information for successful international marketers. Essentials of International
Marketing has been extensively class-tested and is well crafted to serve as a learning tool and
a ready reference for students. Each chapter includes an opening case vignette, learning
objectives, plentiful exhibits and tables, a summary, key terms, and discussion questions.
The AIB Fellows Group includes top researchers, educators, and administrators in the IB field.
This book covers the growth of several functional areas (marketing, advertising, and finance). It
reviews problems of methodological rigor in IB research. It also traces the history and evolution
of IB studies.
Johanssons Global Marketing, 5/e utilizes a three-pronged framework to organize the
discussion of how to conduct global business: Foreign Entry, Local Marketing, and Global
Management. Johansson seeks to develop the varied skills a marketing manager needs to be
successful in each of these tasks. The discussion progresses from how to market an existing
product outside of the domestic market to how to develop a new product for specific local
markets and then broadens the scope to discuss marketing and management topics from a
global managerial perspective. Legal, regulatory, political, and cultural, issues are discussed
as appropriate throughout the text. Excellent examples and cases, many of which are drawn
from the authors rich international experience, help students move from concept to application.
Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject Communications - Public Relations,
Advertising, Marketing, Social Media, grade: 4.5, , course: Management Sciences // Marketing,
language: English, abstract: This paper examined issues surrounding foreign entry decisions.
Essentially, the paper determined why and how a company makes a decision to enter a foreign
market. The study was descriptive and data were sourced from various books, trade journals,
publications and internet sites etc. The study revealed that foreign market entry strategy is an
important strategic decision for international business units. The choice of foreign market entry
strategy is to be made very cautiously as it has long-term implications, and it cannot be easily
reversed. The study found that the future growth of international business unit depends upon
the right mode of entry into foreign market. As revealed in the study there are three main
modes of entry into foreign market namely: Trade mode, investment mode and contractual
entry mode. In trade route, the entry in foreign market is made through exports. In investment
mode, the subsidiary units are set up in the foreign market. This mode is also called foreign
direct investment mode. In contractual entry mode, technological collaboration agreements are
made with the business units of host nation. In this mode, technical skills/managerial skills are
provided by business unit in parent country to business units in host country. Besides these
three main strategies for entry into foreign markets. The choice of the appropriate strategy
depends upon various factors like availability of resources, level of risk, tariff and non-tariff
barriers imposed by other nations, transportation cost, infrastructure facilities, vision of
management, restrictions on inflow/outflow of foreign investment. A key conclusion in the study
is that there are different motives for an entry on a foreign market. The different motives that
are stated in the study have common denominator which is that they can all lead to increased
profit in the long run. The study suggests that in order to make an effective foreign market
entry decision, firms and international business practitioners should apply the foreign-marketentry-model. They should also highlight those factors that have been found to be of most
importance while entering a foreign market.
Providing coverage of the issues which define marketing in the world today, this title covers
long-standing topics, integrates and draws on new and existing theoretical insights from other
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management disciplines including services marketing, knowledge management, relationship
marketing, e-commerce and e-business and corporate social responsibility.

Strategic, comprehensive, and concise, the fifth edition of this popular textbook
introduces students to the important concepts of global marketing today, and their
managerial implications. Increasingly, marketing activities must be integrated at a
global level. Yet, the enduring influence of culture requires marketers to adapt local
strategies in light of cultural differences. Global Marketing takes a strategic approach,
recognizing the need to address both the forces of globalization and those of
localization. Key updates include: Extensive real-life examples and cases from
developed and emerging markets, including Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East;
New topics such as digital distribution options, the participation of customers, and the
rise of social media, including Twitter, Facebook, and TikTok; Updated exploration of
often overlooked topics, such as China’s state-owned enterprises, the importance of
diasporas as target markets, the threat of transnational criminal organizations to
legitimate marketers, and new tensions among trading partners; A stronger recognition
of the need for a growth mindset, value orientation, and innovation. Written in a studentfriendly style, this fully updated new edition continues to be the textbook of choice for
students of global marketing.
Written by experts on global marketing, Contemporary Brand Management focuses on
the essentials of Brand Management in today’s global marketplace. The text succinctly
covers a natural sequence of branding topics, from the building of a new brand, to
brand extension and the creation of a global brand, to the management of a firm’s
brand portfolio. The authors uniquely explore global branding as a natural expansion
strategy across markets and offer numerous international brands as examples
throughout. Designed for shorter strategic branding courses (half-term or 6 weeks in
length), this text is the ideal companion for upper-level, graduate, or executive-level
students seeking a practical knowledge of brand management concepts and
applications.
?This volume includes the full proceedings from the 1999 Academy of Marketing
Science (AMS) Annual Conference held in Coral Gables, Florida. The research and
presentations contained in this volume cover many aspects of marketing science
including marketing strategy, consumer behaviour, international marketing, advertising,
marketing education, among others. Founded in 1971, the Academy of Marketing
Science is an international organization dedicated to promoting timely explorations of
phenomena related to the science of marketing in theory, research, and practice.
Among its services to members and the community at large, the Academy offers
conferences, congresses and symposia that attract delegates from around the world.
Presentations from these events are published in this Proceedings series, which offers
a comprehensive archive of volumes reflecting the evolution of the field. Volumes
deliver cutting-edge research and insights, complimenting the Academy’s flagship
journals, the Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (JAMS) and AMS Review.
Volumes are edited by leading scholars and practitioners across a wide range of
subject areas in marketing science.?
The twin forces of ideological change and the technology revolution make globalization
the single most important issue facing executives today. But many companies who
have developed a presence in the global market now face the challenges inherent in
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creating a multinational presence with the demands of the "unglobal consumer" who
does not have a "one size fits all" need. Here, HBS Professors John Quelch and
Deshpande bring together 13 Harvard Business School professors to discuss these and
other problems and benefits encountered by executives in global markets. Topics to be
discussed include: operating costs of global advertising and marketing services, global
product standards; managing global supply chains; global account management; global
brands; global knowledge sharing and performance drivers; managing global
customers; and social marketing for global economic development.
Over the past two decades; the nature of international marketing has faced huge
change. Increasingly challenged with the unprecedented emergence of globally
integrated, yet geographically scattered activities multinational marketing has had to
respond accordingly. The SAGE Handbook of International Marketing brings together
the fundamental questions and themes that have surfaced and promises to be an
essential addition to the study of this critical subject area. In an internationally minded
and detailed analysis, the contributors seek to examine the state of the art in research
in international marketing, with particular emphasis on the conceptual framework and
theory development in the field. Looking at new research, formative and fundamental
literature and the nature of strategic alliance and global strategy, this timely and
comprehensive handbook offers the reader a compelling examination of the central
concerns of marketing for an international community.
International Marketing presents an innovative, integrated approach to the course, in
which marketing concepts are explored in depth within the international context. The
authors identify five key factors that impact any international marketing venture-culture,
language, political/legal systems, economic systems, and technological/operational
differences-and discuss them in relation to the core marketing concepts of markets,
products, pricing, distribution (place), and promotion. Uniquely, the book provides
discussions of sustainability and "bottom of the pyramid" concepts within each chapter,
and is richly illustrated with examples from both multinational companies as well as
smaller local concerns. Setting the path for the future direction of this course, the
authors provide instructors and students with the first truly international marketing
textbook.
This book presents theories and case studies for corporations in developed nations,
including Japan, for designing strategies to maximize opportunities and minimize
threats in business expansion into developing nations. The case studies featured here
focus on Asia, including China and India, and use examples of Japanese
manufacturers. Five case studies are provided, including Hitachi Construction
Machinery and Shiseido in China and Maruti Suzuki in India. These cases facilitate the
reader’s understanding of the business environments in emerging economies. This
volume is especially recommended for business people responsible for international
business development, particularly in China and India. In addition, the book serves as a
useful resource for students in graduate-level courses in international management.
'This work is recommended for corporate libraries whose companies are involved in
international business, and for academic libraries affiliated with colleges of business.' Kay M. Stebbins, Choice This project is distinctive in that it really is a 'Who's Who'
rather than a directory of all scholars engaged in international business education and
research.
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Global Marketing: Foreign Entry, Local Marketing, and Global ManagementMcGrawHill/Irwin
For undergraduate and graduate courses in global marketing The excitement,
challenges, and controversies of global marketing. Global Marketing reflects current
issues and events while offering conceptual and analytical tools that will help students
apply the 4Ps to global marketing. MyMarketingLab for Global Marketing is a total
learning package. MyMarketingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program that truly engages students in learning. It helps students better prepare for
class, quizzes, and exams–resulting in better performance in the course–and provides
educators a dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and class progress.
This book examines emerging theories, frameworks, and applications of global
marketing for the 21st century. It highlights how global marketing is changing in a
globalized and digital economy that is fast increasing in complexity and uncertainty. The
traditional approach to global marketing is no longer sufficient to address the emerging
issues in global markets. Global companies need to challenge traditional assumptions
in global marketing in an era of shifting political, cultural, economic, and technological
changes. They need to take a fresh look at the contemporary threats and opportunities
in markets, institutions, and technology and how they affect entry and expansion
strategies through careful re-calibration of the marketing-mix. This book offers new
insights for global marketing that addresses these issues. This book should be an ideal
resource to both academic scholars and reflective practitioners globally such as CEOs
and chief marketing officers as well as government officials and policy makers
interested in formulating strategies/policies for global marketing activities in the face of
a globalized and digitized economy. This well-crafted research volume is an excellent
addition to the growing literature on new trends in international marketing. The authors
present the latest insight on the impact of phenomena such as cross-border ecommerce and digital markets, and they discuss new tools for political risk assessment,
international branding and more broadly the reconfiguring of marketing-mix strategies –
A powerful reminder that the new global market remains a rugged landscape. - Alain
Verbeke, McCaig Research Chair in Management and Editor-in-Chief Journal of
International Business Studies, University of Calgary, Canada. Emerging trends in
institutions, markets, and societies, along with new technological advances, are
redefining the scope and strategy in global marketing. Professors Agarwal and Wu
have assembled a remarkable collection of cutting-edge topics and issues that capture
the shifting paradigm and contemporary developments in the global marketing field.
This is an informative and timely resource that makes a valuable contribution, useful for
both scholars and business practitioners of global marketing. - Constantine S.
Katsikeas, Arnold Ziff Endowed Research Chair in Marketing & International
Management, Editor-in-Chief Journal of International Marketing, University of Leeds,
UK. This book presents new and cutting-edge thinking at a time when the traditional
views of international marketing need to be scrapped. Convergence forces are creating
new opportunities as well as threats on a daily basis, and marketing practitioners as
well as scholars must be forewarned as well as forearmed on how to deal with these
changes. The real growth is coming from the emerging nations, and the theories that
provided sufficient insights ten years ago have been completely outmoded by the everaccelerating rate of innovation and technological change as well as the pressures to
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address the needs of all of the firm’s relevant stakeholders. The strategic insights
provided here are absolutely invaluable. Don’t miss an opportunity to read this book!! John B. Ford, Professor of Marketing & International Business, Eminent Scholar &
Haislip-Rohrer Fellow, Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Advertising Research, Old Dominion
University, USA.
This new textbook introduces students to the essential concepts, theories and
perspectives of Global Marketing and these are supported by real-world case studies
from North America, Europe and the emerging markets of China, India and Latin
America. These emerging markets are given balanced coverage alongside developed
markets and the text also includes a dedicated chapter on emerging markets
multinationals. Practical in its orientation, the text equips students with the tools needed
to make strategic marketing decisions and find solutions in a global business
environment. Key features include: A full-colour text design with photos to help bring
the content to life and enhance students' learning 'Spotlight on Research’ and ‘Expand
Your Knowledge’, introducing students to some of the seminal scholarly research
undertaken in the field 'Real World Challenges’ offering additional engaging practiceled examples to Case Studies in chapters and providing a scenario for students to
analyse and reflect upon via questions A companion website
(https://study.sagepub.com/farrell) offering a range of instructor and student support
materials including PowerPoint slides, a testbank for instructors and quizzes for
students
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